The visual and physical features of the flow forming around spherically blunted cylinder during pellet (millimeter-sized solid body) injection towards the flow with supersonic speed are considered. The structure of this time dependent flow is very complicated and new ideas are used in the study.
Introduction
Initially, pellets and systems for their injection were used in nuclear physics and energetics. Pellets are millimetersized solid bodies formed from frozen hydrogen isotopes and are used to deliver fuel to the thermonuclear reaction zone, to make hot plasma diagnostics, to control the operating conditions of the reactor, etc.
However, there exist some interesting applications of shooting small bodies (pellets) in aerodynamics. If the acceleration system (for example, a railgun) is installed in an aircraft and pellets are shot towards the flow, then it is possible to achieve a significant aircraft drag reduction [1, 2] . This effect is associated with the formation of a narrow wake behind the pellet characterized by lower values of the total pressure, Mach number and density, which significantly affects the flow structure.
At supersonic speeds, a complex trailing flow forms behind the body base. Close to the body base is the so-called "near wake", tapering down to its "bottleneck". At a certain distance behind it (depending on the shape of the body and the speed of flow), a distant wake is formed, characterized by lower values of Mach number, total pressure and density. The noted features of the wake flow have a significant effect on the flow structure between two consecutively placed bodies and on the flow pattern and aerodynamic characteristics. Supersonic flow around separating bodies is being actively studied at present and a number of papers have been devoted to it, both numerical and experimental. In [3] an experimental and computational investigation of the unsteady separation behavior of two spheres is carried out. The spherical bodies, initially contiguous, are released with negligible relative velocity and thereafter fly freely according to the aerodynamic forces experienced. The qualitative separation behavior and the final lateral velocity of the smaller sphere are found to vary strongly with both the radius ratio and the initial alignment angle of the two spheres. In [4] multi-body interference during separation of a carrier model and an internal store model was investigated. The results show that the aerodynamic characteristics of the loading model change dramatically during the separation and that strong wake interference still exists even on long separation distances. In [5] an experimental, time-dependent separation of tangent bodies (plate and wedge-store) was performed to investigate the significance of transient effects and the suitability of using steady-state assumptions to predict a dynamic separation event. Dynamic motion of the wedge did not significantly affect shock-wave development between the bodies, and steadystate corrections that accounted for the motion-induced wedge angle were appropriate for predicting time-dependent surface pressures induced by the incident shock wave. However, unsteady pressures caused from the motion of the wedge were evident when separation distances were less than 20% of the wedge width. In [2] physical experiments on pellet shooting from a blunt cylinder were conducted. It was shown that the injection of pellet leads to the significant bow shock wave transformation. After the transformation the bow shock shape is close to conical. In [1, 7, 8, 12] numerical and experimental studies of the influence of the stationary body on the one after it was conducted. Depending on the distance between bodies two distinctive flow patterns emerge. In [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] numerical and experimental studies of separation of the two coaxially arranged bodies were carried out. It is shown that the gas parameters in the separated flow region between the bodies depend on the rate of separation, even for a very small value of this rate in comparison with the freestream velocity. In all these works relative body movement was quite slow. During the slow separation of the successively arranged bodies of rotation, depending on the distance between bodies two flow regimes can be observed [6] [7] [8] . The first regime can be observed in the initial stage of separation, when the distance between bodies is less than critical. Closed recirculation zone forms between bodies and the external flow flows around it as a solid continuation of the front body. With the distance increasing to critical closed separated flow between bodies collapses. Restructure of the flow occurs. Base flow after the front body and bow shockwave in front of the rear body form. Second flow regime forms. The analysis of various factors established [6] [7] [8] that the critical distance between the bodies, at which the restructuring of the flow occurs, is dependent on the relative size and shape of the bodies and the Mach number. In addition, the critical distance is dependent on whether it is convergence or separation process. In applications the flows with supersonic speeds are of interest. However, in the case of fast pellet motion, the flow pattern becomes more complex and presents significant computational difficulties. In the present work, numerical simulation of the flow past a spherically blunted cylinder with a pellet emitted from it with a velocity M = 4 in the framework of Euler equations is carried out. As [14] shows, Euler system of equations can be successfully used to model separation flows characteristic to this type of problems. Several specific stages can be distinguished during this process. When pellet is in the subsonic flow behind the front bow shock wave and main body, it has little effect on the outside flow and main body drag. Then pellet interacts with the bow shock wave and deforms it. A recirculation region is formed between bodies. It breaks down fairly quickly into two, one behind the pellet and the other in front of the main body, due to the high pellet velocity and a large difference in the size of the bodies. Until this, main body drag increases due to the interaction of the bow shock wave from the pellet and the remnants of the bow shock wave from the main body, after which the drag begins to fall smoothly to a level of 60% of the original due to the size increase of the recirculation zone in front of the main body, which displaces the zone of increased pressure from the front of the main body. The recirculation zone grows to a certain size, after which, because of the pellet wake intensity lessening due to the pellet's increasing distance from the main body, it begins to decrease and is pushed to the main body. This is accompanied by a decrease in main body drag to a level of 20% of the original. In the end recirculation zone is blown away from the front part of the main body and main body drag increases to a level of 95% of the original. Stationary flow close to the initial one (i.e. before pellet injection) is established around the main body. For this type of flows free boundary method in combination with local adaptation based on wavelet analysis, is quite effective [15, 16] and is used in the present work. A Cartesian grid is used, which covers both the region of the flow and the area occupied by the solid bodies. To fulfill the boundary condition on the body surface compensatory fluxes of mass, momentum and energy are introduced. One of the major advantages of this approach is the simplicity of grid construction which does not depend on the complexity of the body geometry. Due to the dynamic nature of the problem it makes sense to adapt the grid to the moving features. For this purpose we use multilevel Cartesian grids with local adaptation based on wavelet analysis. For local evaluation of the smoothness of the grid function a criteria based on wavelet decomposition on local templates is applied, which allows us to clearly see the location of the discontinuities and large gradients, which in turn helps in the understanding of flow physics. For a deeper understanding of flow physics, visualization tools such as the animation of density and pressure fields with stream traces are used to illustrate the process described above. They allow us to track the interaction of discontinuities and instabilities and demonstrate the evolution of vortices.
Problem statement
The main body (body 2) is cylinder 70 mm in diameter with spherical head. Cylinder length is 100 mm. On the axis of symmetry of the cylinder there is a channel 3 mm in diameter, through which the pellet (body 1) is injected into the flow. The speed of the oncoming flow is M = 3.
Fig. 1. Problem statement.
Pellet (body 1) is a cylinder 2 mm in diameter and 2 mm in length and at the start of the movement is located near the front point of body 2. It flies out of the channel of the body 2 at a speed M = 4 (relative to the body). All bodies are represented using the free boundary method [15, 16] . The grid has 6 levels, i.e. dimensions of the smallest cell (6th level) are 32 times smaller than those of the largest cell (1st level). A model of the Euler equations describing the motion of an ideal compressible fluid is used which is solved by the finite volume method. The algorithm provides a second order approximation on smooth flow domains. The problem was solved in axisymmetric formulation. Numerical algorithm used is described in detail in [18] and had undergone extensive testing, see [12, 13, 18] .
Graded trees and hierarchies of Cartesian grids
In the Cartesian grid method used in the present paper, it is assumed that the problem is initially considered on a fixed zero-level grid consisting of d  dimensional cubes in which time-dependent subdivisions are constructed. Therefore, without loss of generality, the problem of adaptation can be considered in the unit cube . is considered to be a predetermined, where index 1 jL  corresponds to the level of the partition, and the multi-index k corresponds to the location of the cell at this level,
where d is the dimension of the space, and
We define the set of integer vectors 
In other words, each cell from the hierarchical structure enters the tree only together with all the elements of the refining partition of the corresponding cell of the previous level. Such objects appeared in works on harmonic analysis, beginning with the classical works of Hardy-Littlewood [17] . In calculations, each cell of the index
jk has a flag indicating whether the given cell is the calculated and final (i.e., one that participates in the work of the solver) or subdivided into cells of the next level. For a subdivided cell, there are pointers to the descendants of this cell. For a final cell, these pointers are empty, but there is a pointer to an array that describes the real physical cell. It contains the coordinates of the cell and the vector of gas-dynamic parameters inside it. In case the cell is subdivided this pointer is zero.
For automatic local refinement and coarsening of the grid in accordance with the local flow properties, a grid analyzer is used based on the calculation of the coefficients of expansion on a wavelet basis constructed from Bsplines. In the computational algorithm traversal of the d -dimensional array of trees described above, is carried out in cycles along all elements of the basic grid. In the case where the current cell is final, the target function is applied to it, otherwise the procedure is repeated recursively for all the descendants of this cell. , where brackets denote the taking of the whole part. So, for example, if there are only two levels, the neighbors of the current cell for each of the axes can be obtained by a simple search based on half division and multiplication of the indices. When working with multilevel computational grids, there is a need for indicators that signal the need to rebuild the grid. One of the possible options for constructing such indicators is given in [12] [13] [14] . In this paper we use a more efficient analyzer on an irregular grid, the principles of construction and properties of which will be given in a separate publication. Fig. 2 . Density distribution and mesh structure (top) and pressure distribution with stream traces (bottom) at the start of pellet motion.
Computation results on Cartesian grids with local adaptation
Mesh adaptation to the solution is conducted based on density field analysis. As Fig. 2 shows, wavelet-analysis captures discontinuities (a strip of small cells at the shock front). The unperturbed flow does not require adaptation, therefore, outside the bow shock the cells are of the base level (the biggest size). For the best approximation of the geometry on the boundary of the body cells have the maximum level (the smallest size). The external flow forms a system of reflected shocks in the channel (Fig. 3) . The body 1 is accelerated in such a way that when it crosses the front of the bow shock wave it has a velocity M = 4. In Fig. 4 instantaneous flow patterns at various stages of pellet injection are presented. a b Fig. 4 . Density (left) and pressure (right) distributions with stream traces at different times of pellet motion, a -t = 2, b -t = 5 (t = 0 -start of pellet motion).
The general flow pattern is similar to that described in [13] , where front body was moving with much lower speed but there are also significant differences. On Fig. 4a pellet (body 1) is in the subsonic flow behind the front bow shock wave and main body. A recirculation zone starts to form between bodies 1 and 2 and external flow flows around the body 1 and 2 as a whole. Since the body 1 moves with supersonic speed, typical supersonic flow configuration begins to establish around it, i.е., a bow shock wave, a rarefaction fan, base flow. At this moment main body (body 2) drag changes little (Fig. 5) . Then pellet crosses the bow shock wave and deforms it (Fig. 4b) . Bow shock wave from pellet and bow shock wave from main body interact with each other, forming a Mach configuration. Between time moments presented on Fig. 4a and b recirculation zone grows in size until it fills the whole space between the body 1 and 2. At t = 5 on Fig. 4b recirculation zone breaks down into two, one behind the pellet and the other in front of the main body, due to the high pellet velocity, distance and a large difference in the size of the bodies. Behind body 1 its own base flow is established. As the pellet moves with supersonic speed, the flow inside the recirculation zone in front of the main body also has supersonic speed. The flow at the upper point of the recirculation zone is braked by the main body, increasing the pressure on its surface and its drag (Fig. 5) .
Because recirculation zone at this stage still continues to grow in size filling an increasing part of the front surface of the main body, its drag will decrease and reach the level of 60% of the original. As the recirculation zone grows slower than the pellet moves, then because of pellet's increasing distance from the main body and its wake intensity lessening, the growth of the recirculation region will gradually slow down, which explains the drag coefficient curve in Fig. 5 at t from 20 to 90. On Fig. 6 recirculation zone continues to grow in size. Pellet has moved far enough away that a shock wave has formed from the recirculation region, which also forms a Mach configuration with a shock wave from the main body. Since flow inside the recirculation zone is supersonic, shock waves are formed inside it, when the flow is decelerated. Fig. 7 . Density (top) and pressure (bottom) distributions with stream traces at t = 184.5.
On Fig. 7 pellet has moved so far that, firstly, the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability begins to appear, both in the wake after the pellet and at the recirculation zone's upper boundary, and secondly, the recirculation zone ceases to grow, and its leading edge stops at x = -200, after which it will move back to the main body. Pellet wake instability affects the recirculation zone's flow structure, generating oscillations propagating in the direction of the main body. They are responsible for the oscillations in the drag on Fig. 5 . Due to pellet's increasing distance from the main body and resulting lessening of its wake intensity, the recirculation zone loses its stability and starts to decrease in size (Fig. 8) . Under the action of a shock wave, it shifts to the main body, while covering an even larger portion of its surface and shifting the zone of increased pressure on it, thereby reducing main body drag to a level of 20% of the original (Fig. 5) . a b Fig. 9 . Density (left) and pressure (right) distributions with stream traces at different times, a -t = 376, b -t = 516.
In the end of the process the recirculation zone is blown away from the head of the main body, part of it goes through the channel, another along the lateral surface of the main body. Flow close to a supersonic (M = 3) freestream flow around only main body (a spherically blunt cylinder) is established. Main body drag increases and reaches a level 95% of the original.
Resulting pellet shooting process coincides with the experiment described in [2] , from which part of the problem formulation (speed and dimensions of the pellet, dimensions of the channel and the main body) is taken. The same flow characteristics as the interaction of the pellet with the bow shock wave and its subsequent deformation, as well as its return to the initial form, are noted. Just as in [1] , where the flow past a stationary pellet and a spherically blunted cylinder with M = 5 located behind it at a certain distance was studied, a substantial decrease in the main body drag was obtained. For a deeper understanding of the physics of the flow, animations of density and pressure fields with current lines and grid restructuring throughout the entire process described above are presented.
Animations of gas-dynamic fields make it possible to track the interaction of discontinuities and instabilities. Animations with stream traces demonstrate the evolution of vortices. As can be seen from the mesh restructure animations, the wavelet analysis captures discontinuities well. The grid has a maximum (6th) level on all shocks and contact discontinuities, at the border of the wake and the recirculation zone.
Conclusion
Supersonic pellet ejection from the channel of a spherically blunted cylinder towards supersonic inflow has been numerically investigated with the Cartesian grid method implemented with the free boundary method for treating boundary conditions on moving solid surfaces and the local wavelet grid adaptation for enhancing grid resolution.
In the process of calculating the nonstationary flow around the blunt body and the pellet, the grid adaptation has been performed to the moving body (pellet) and to regions of steep gradients recognized by the wavelet analysis. The grid adaptation has been shown to increase the solution accuracy with significant savings in computational time; similar accuracy on a non-adaptive uniform fine grid would take an order of magnitude more time. Visualization tools (instantaneous images and animations of gas-dynamic fields and stream traces) have been employed which provide deep insight into the nature and dynamics of non-stationary wake flow and complex shock interaction processes. Due to complexity of the problem and its great practical interest, further more detailed calculations are required. First of all, it is necessary to investigate dynamic effects and, in particular, pressure pulsations.
